
Harmunir analysis and hypergroups, by K. A. Ross rr nl., Birkhauser Verlag AG, Klostn- 
berg 23. CH-4010 Bnsel, Switzerland, 1998, pp. 256. sFr 178. 

The book under rcvicw conlains thc procecdings of the Internauonal Conterence on Harmonic 
Analysis hcld at the Univcssity oSDclhi in the winter ol' 1995. An underlying theme of the con- 
ference was hypcrgroups. The theory of hypergroups was dcvclopcd around 1970 independ- 
ently by Chnrlcs Donkl, Robert Jewctl and liene Spccto~- and bas been found useful in fields as 
diversc ns special functions, diSferential equations, probability theory, representation theory 
and quantum groups. Contributors to this volurne include such distinguished nlatherndticians as 
Henry Helstm, Kenncth Ross, Alan Schwartz, Donald Sarason and V. S. Sunder. 

Rcvlowing a conl'erencc proceedings is not always an easy job. Any such proceedings will 
certainly havc something interesting and useful to an expert in the field. But a general reader 
browsing Ihrough such n volume may find it qultc disappointii~g. There are exceptions to this 
g c w a l  rule and the present volume is one such. A p r t  from several interesting articles which 
an cxpert will surely cnjoy, this book also contains a~licles of expository nature introducing the 
concept or hypergroups to a general reader. The articles 'Hypergroups and aigncd hyper- 
groops' by K. A. Ross and 'Three lectures on hypergroups' by A. L. Schwarw are of this kind. 

These articles introduce the notioo of hypergroups and describe the bnsic I-esults in the 
field. Thc article hy A. L. Schwaliz discusses quitc a nrrmber of examples of hypcrgroups and 
concludes with several research question$. Unlormnatcly, most of thc Sundamental results are 
prescnted without any proofs. Howcver, this article has an extensive bibliography so that any 
interested reader can find suitable references. Another interesting article by K. Trimeche dis- 
cusses some examples of hypergroups in detail and then proceeds Lo study the continuous 
wavelet transform on hypergroups. Another articlc by M-0. Geb11hrt.r d~scusses Fourier Scries 
and multiplier theorcms on cornpacl cornmulalive hypergroups. The article by V. S. Sunder 
and N .  J. Wildberger introduces and studies the nolion of actions of finite hypergroups and 
several examples are discussed in detail. 

Besides the articles mentioned above, all of them dealing with various aspects of hyper- 
groups, there arc also articles on other topics in harmonic analysis such as de Rranges modules 
(S. Agarwal and D. Singh), Multipliers of de Branges-Rovnyak spaces (B. A. Lotto and D. 
Sarason), Disintegratlon of measures (H. Helson), Orthogonal polynom~als (R. Szwarc), Posi- 
tive definite functions (M. E. Walter) and others. The article by N. 1. Wildberger on 'Charac- 
tcus, hi-modules and representations in Lie group harmonic analysis', which is n bit philo- 
sophical in nature, discusses the role of characters of commutat~ve hypergroups in the repre- 
sentation theory of Lie groups. The author puts forth an approach to the represenlation theory 
which is similar in spi~it to the original approach of Frobenius using characters. 

We would like to conclude this rcview with some remarks. Every article of this book which 
deals with hypergroups invariably defines them elaborately with all the axioms. This repetition 
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could have been easily avoided with no extra effort on the part of the editors. Probably, the 
editors could have written an introduction giving the definition and discussing the basic exam- 
ples of hypergroups. Despite these remarks, this is a good source book for anyone interested in 
hypergroups. 

Indian Statistical Institrite 
Bangalore 560 059 

Groups and geometries edited by Lino di Martino et al., Birkhauser Verlag AG, Klosterberg 
23, CH-4010 Basel, Switzerland, 1998, pp. 280, sFr. 128. 

This book contains expanded versions of many of the talks given at a conference on groups and 
geometries held at Siena, Italy, on September 1-7, 1996. Most of the group-theoretic and 
geometric issues discussed here are related to the study of finite simple groups. 

Except for the groups obtained as the set of all even permutations on finile sets of size at 
least five, and twenty-six specific and stdl quite enigmatic finite groups, all finite simple 
groups are expected to be among sections (i.e. quotients of subgroups) of finite groups of Lie 
type. 

Finite groups of Lie type appear as the fixed-point sets of certain endomorphisms of simple 
algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields of positive characteristic defined by Chevalley 
in his seminal Tohoku paper.1 A finite irreducible root system is built into Chevalley's 
definition of each of these groups. Thus, the structure as well as the representation theory of the 
algebraic group defined by a finite root system and of the finite groups of Lie type contained in 
it are closely related to those of the Coxeter group and of the complex semi-simple Lie algebra 
associated with the root system. 

After many years of work (and the work of Veld Kempf on polar spaces), Tits discovered a 
deep connection between simple algebraic groups and certain combinatorial objects he (and 
Bourbaki) defined called 'buildings'. They include objects equivalent to finite-dimensional 
projective spaces and polar spaces. A building is an ordered pair consisting of a regular sim- 
plicial complex of finite rank and a family of thin subcomplexes of maximal rank called 
'apartments' satisfying certain conditions (see ~ r o w n ~ ) .  Here, 'thin' means: Each simplex of 
codimension 1 is in precisely two maximal simplices. Spherical buildings are those whose 
apartments are finite Coxeter complexes. The sublattice of the subgroup lattice of a finite group 
of Lie type, consisting of all subgroups containing the normalizer of a Sylow subgroup for the 
defining prime, is the lattice of all simplicies of a typical example of a spherical building. 
Later, Tits also gave a definition of a building (the one used in  ona an)) which makes it 'look 
like a metric space with the metric taking values in a Coxeter group' 

Tits' magnificient classification4 of spherical buildings of rank at least 3, apart from put- 
ting the fundan~ental theorem of projective geometryS and the classification of polarities of 
projective spaces5 in broader context, also provides geometric objects whose groups of auto- 
morphisms and the centralizers in them of certain outer automorpbisms account for all finite 
groups of Lie type. 
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More precisely, a Finite group of Lie type which is not on a certain explicit list is a section 
of the group of all ordcr-preserving bijections of the partially ordered set of all flags of simpli- 
cies of an appropri;!te finite building. Further, each of the exceptions is a section of the group 
of all order-preserving bijections of the partially ordered set, as above, for an appropriate finite 
building which commutes with a lixed-order-reversing bi je~tion.~ 

The volume under review contains articles by mathematicians actively pursuing several is- 
sues related to thc above, with emphasis on recent results and open problems. Here are some 
samples: 

(i) a paper by Asclibacher and Smith on their progress on the so-called 'quasi thin' case 
which is one of the unpublished parts of the classification of finite simple groups: by 
Seitz on the study of the maximal subgroups of exceptional type, and by Guralnick and 
Hoffman on the first cohomology of simple groups; 

( i ~ )  papers on building (by Shull) on building-like geometries for sporadic simple groups 
(by Bueekenhout, Dehon and Leemans), and some geometric questions (by Cooper- 
stein on ovoids in Qt(lO, q) and the Lie inc~dence geometry E6, ~ ( q ) ) ;  

(iii) on extensions of some classes of geometries (by lvanov and by Van Bon and Cuypers); 

(iv) Zam's paper on n generalization of the concept of reflection groups; Shaley's paper on 
the study of subgroups of profinite groups using ideas of fractal geometry and Knc- 
Moody algebras; and a survey article by Thas on embeddings of geometries in finite 
projective spaces. 

This volume succeeds eminently in the stated objective of providing a 'stimulating collec- 
tion of themes for a broad range of algebraists and geometers' and is very much in the spirit of 
title of the Birkhauser ~eries  'Trends in Mathematics'. 

Students of finite simple groups and finite geometries should find this collection very use- 
ful in educating themselves about the current thinking in their subject. 
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Mathematics of the 19th century edited by A. N. Kolmogorov and A P. Yushckcvich, Birk- 
hauserverlag AG. Klostcrbcrg 2'3, CH-4010 Basel, Switzerland, 1998, pp. 368. sFr. 128. 

Mathematics is a strange discipline created hy man. An and when it cvolvcs. it complctely 
sheds out its earlier garb and adopts a new manifestation. I1 is a sculprurc prescntcd to conno- 
sieurs who applaud its sercne bcauty. Bnt beginning with a raw stone how the metamorphism 
to a divine art takes place in the hands oC a sculplor is nomially an unrevealcd \lory. Whcn we 
go throngh an astoundingly beautiful theory, we ovcrlook the Cacl that such a theory is the 
culmination of pioneering works of a gallery of mathematicians. The current volumc under 
review helps, to some extent. to bridge this gap in our understanding the course oT develop- 
ment in the lore of mathematics. 

'The pinnacle of a ci~lture is always reflcctcd in its achievements in mathematics. Thc his- 
tory of human civilization amply substantiates this view. However, 19th ccnlury hid witnessed 
an unprecedented upsurge in the development of mathematical thinking and it had playcd ;I 

crucial role irr the advancement or rnatl~ernalics. Indeed. the works of Gauss. Weierstrasa, 
Cauchy, Dedekind, Cantor, Flilbert. Poincare and a host o f  such crninent mathematrcians did 
firmly lay [he logical foundation for a deeper understanding of mathe~nntical concepts. 

The book under review is the third volume in a 3-volomc series on 'Maltrcnmt~cs of the 
19th century'. edited by A. N. Kolmogorov and A. P. Yushkev~ch and is a transliition of the 
Russian ed~tion. This volumc is devoted to a presentation of development in best approxitna- 
lions, diCfermt~al equations. calculus of variations and finile differences during the 19th cen- 
tury. Tbc whole book is divided into four huge essays, each on different topic written by dif- 
ferent people. 

The first essay "Function theory according Chebyshev' is an attempt to present, as luc~dly 
as possible, the developments in the theory of best approximations during the 19th century. A 
deep theorem of Wcicrsuass asserts that a contiuuous function on a compact interval can he 
uniformly approxin~ated by polynomials. But the central question in best approximations by 
polynomials is to find the polynomial of a fixed degrec which is 'closest' to thc given function. 
Chehyshev proved that 

where P,, is the set of all polynomials of degree n and this infimum is achieved by the Che- 
byshev polynomial T,,(x) defined by 

Chehyshev used continued fractions to anive at this result. He systematically developed these 
ideas and used them successfnlly to get polynomials of 'minimal deviation from zero' in other 
metrics like integral metrics. As a consequence we see the birth of a rich theory of orthogonal 
polynonials. 
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Bernstein, armed with the findings of Chebyshev and Petersburg school, set himself to the 
task of finding the error in beat approximations. If 

The second essay 1s on ordinary differential equations. The question of existence and 
uniqueness of solution to initial value problem 

was first raised by Cauchy. He used the method of successive approximation developed by 
Euler and studied the convergence of sequence of approximation. He also developed the 
method of majorization and successfully employed it in studying the problem of existence of 
power series solutions to IVP. His work was continued by Lipscbitz, Picard, Peano and Os- 
good. On the olher hand, integrating the given differential equation to obtain solutions in ele- 
mentary transcendental functions occupied the final few decades of the 19th century. Notable 
contributions were made by Riccati, Liouville and Bernoulli. Their works led Sophus Lie to his 
famous classification of all differential equations using groups of finite continuous wansforma- 
tions, later came to be known as Lie groups. He also gave methods of integrating these classi- 
fied differential equations. 

The general theory of linear differential equations took its shape through the researches of a 
gallery of mathematicians like Christoffel, Hesse, Brisson, Gregory, Boole, Heavyside, Sturm, 
Liouville and Steklov. In the same period, Bessel introduced his famous 'Bessel function' in an 
attempt to find solutions to certain differential equations. Gauss' study of hypergeometric se- 
ries and analytic theory of differential equations by others unified specid functions with differ- 
ential equations. The work of Poincare led to the theory of automorphic forms. He also investi- 
gated qualitative theory of differential equations and gave a classification of singularities ex- 
hibited by integral curves in phase plane. This in turn led Liapunov to his stability theory of 
differential equations. 

We see the contributions inade to calculus of variations during 19th century in the third part 
of the book. It began as an independent discipline in the work of Euler in the middle of 18th 
century and later was put on solid ground by Lagrange. The simplest problem in this discipline 
is to find the extremum of the functional 

under the boundary condition y(xo) =yo, y'(xo) = y,. Many of the problems in partial differential 
equations can be transformed to a problem in calculus of variations. The famous divergence 
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theorem of Gauss transforn~ing a volume integral into a surface intcgral was extremely useful 
in solving many problems. 

Around 1830, Hamilton, based on the results of Lagrange, who first wrote thc partial dif- 
ferential equations of mechanics in variational form, introdoced canonical equations of dy- 
namics. Jacobi perfected it and also developed a method of integrating these equations. The 
whole Lheory ia popularly known as Iiamilton-Jacobi theory in mechanics. Earlier, Legendre 
found a certain set of equations for weak extremum of a functional, but IcZt some questions 
unanswered. This gap was filled by lacobi who developed the method oT variation of parame- 
ters and successfully used it to solve differential equations. 

The second half of the 19th century witnessed a kemendous upsurge in the advancement of 
calculus of variations. Weierstrass took the lead and changed the entire style of work by at- 
tracting the attention of ~nathemaliciana to a clarification of its fonndations. He introduced 
paramelric definition of curves thereby enlarging the class of curves among which an extre- 
mum can be sought. David Hilbert proved his 'independence theorem' and cstablishcd the 
connection between Euler's and Hamilton-Jacohi equations. 

An important class of problems in calculus of vai-iations is the so-called isoperimetric 
problcm. Thia began with the work of Euler who established the 'law o f  duality'. Wciel-strass 
also proved this indepcndently and incl~rded il in his 1877 lectures. At the end ol' 19th century 
and the beginning of 20th century the whole discipline took a different shape in thc works of 
Volterra, Frechet and Gateaux for whom we owe the present formulation of calculus of varia- 
tion. 

The find section of the hook is devoted to the development of calculus of finite differences. 
Along with the formulation of differential equations to describe many physical phenomenon, a 
need for integrating them was equally Felt. Since it was impossible to kind solutions o l  many 
equations in closed form, people began to think of the possibility of ohtaining numerical solu- 
tions to them. Newton was the first to think in this direction. The work of Lagrange on inter- 
polating polynomials is noteworthy. The question of having interpolating series was addressed 
hy Laplace, Amphere, Frohenus, Hennite, Poisson, Legcndre and Ostrogradaski. Finite diffcr- 
ence equations were also nltroduced in place of original differential equation and methods for 
solving these difference equations were developed. 

The whole book unfolds before you the strangc story of evolution of independent disci- 
plines among which there is an inherent cohesion. It rakes you to a saga of folklore of mathe- 
matics which is totally absent in what we study now. The book is recommcnded to all those 
who would like to knou, the historical perspective of the present-day mathematics. 

Department of Mathematics 
Indian Institute of Scmce  
Bangalore 560 012 
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Proceedings of the hliernaliunal Congress of hlathematicians, Vols I and II, cdited by S. D. 
Chaltcrji, Birkhauscr Verlag AG, Klosterberg 23, CH-4010 Basel, Switzerland, 1998, pp. 
1676, sFr. 98. 

The twenty-aecond Intcrnalional Congress of Mathernaticians was held at Zurich, Switzerland, 
for the third time, during August 3-11, 1994. The proceedings of the Congress have been 
broughl out in two volurnes (over 1,600 pages) and includcs invited addresses and works of 
award winners on a variety of toplcs. It also includes a historical accouut with details of open- 
ing and closing ceremonies along with a list of 2,476 pallicipants from 92 countries. 

The scicnt~fic programme begins with the works of award wininnel-s, invited addresses at the 
plenary scssions and details of lectures at 19 seclion meeting on logic. algebra. number theory, 
gcomelry, topology, algebraic geometry, Liegroups and representations, real and complex 
analysis, operator algebra and Cunctional analysis, probability and statistics, pastial differential 
equations, ordina~y differential equations and dynamical systems, mathematical physics, com- 
hinatorics, n~athelnatical aapects ol' cornpuler sciencc, numerical analysis and scientific com- 
puting, applications of mathematics in the sciences, teaching and popularization of mathemat- 
ics and history ofmathematics. 

The proceedings contain a brief account of the works of four Fields Medalists-.I. Bour- 
gain, P-L. Lions. J-C. Yoccoz and E. Ze l rnanov~~long  with the Rolf Nevanlinna prize winner 
A. Wigderson. Fourteen plenary lectures and 135 section lectures are included. The lectures 
deal with several different and diverse topm of mathematics and lack uniformity in emphasis 
and presentation since the articles range from elementary to advanced levels and do not con- 
form to any pattern. The proceedings i s  no doubt a good collectio~i of articles on several active 
hranchcs ofmather~~atics, giving a wide coverage of what is going on in several fields. 

Department of Mathematics 
Bangalorc IJniversity 
Bangalore 560 001. 

Elemenls of the representation theory of Jacohi group by R. Bemdt m d  K. Schmidt, Birk- 
hawer Verlag AG, Klosterberg 23, C1-I-4010 Basel, Switzerland, 1998, pp. 232, sFr 88. 

The theory of modular forms, which are certain special kind of functions on the upper half- 
plane, is one of the most important pasls of number theory. Initially, this theory was studied 
more from thc function theory point of view, but slowly more and more group-theoretic con- 
siderations were brought to bear on it. Indeed, the theory of Hecke operators or the theory of 
new forms owes essentially to group-theoretic considerations. 

From the perspective of group theory, modular forms on the Poincare upper half-plane are 
certain functions on AGL2(R) on which both SO(2) and the center of the universal enveloping 
algebra of GLi(R) operate via characters, and which have "moderate growth at inhity". (Here 
r is a certain subgroup of GMZ) of finite index.) 

Much of the classical theory, once recast ill the group-theoretic language, becomes avail- 
able to much more general groups, the so-called reductive groups, of which Gl,, and Sp, are 
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examplea. This gerieralised viewpoint has been very useful to view ulidcr the same umbrella, 
the classical theory of modular forms as well as the theory of Hilber( and Siegel modular 
form. 

.lacobi modular form$ have made their appearance in many dirferent contexts. The more 
impo~.tant of these are in the theory of theta functions, or as cocfl'icienls in the 'q'-expansion of 
S~egel modular forms. These are certain functions on H X C where H is the Poincare upper 
half-plane. The group which underlies the Jacobi modular fonn is the Jacohi group which is a 
bemi-direct product of SL2 and the Heisenberg group (which is a 2-step, 3-dimensional, nilpo- 
tent 1.ie group). The Jacohi group is nor reductive, and some of the coiiiiderations available for 
general reducllve groups are not available here. 

The theory of Jacob1 forms was cxposed and streamlined in the book of Eichlcr and Zag~cr 
The theoq of Jcrcobi forms. The book or Eichler and Zagier besides laying the foundations of 
the theory, contained many original resulls including the relationship of Jncobi ~uodular forms 
to n~odular fonns o l  half integral weight imd to Siegel modular forms. The initial impetus to 
that work came from what is callcd the, 'Saito-Korokawa conjecture' which givcs a 'lifting' 
from modular forms to Siegel modular fotms. This lifting is constructed via Jncobi modular 
forms which acts as an anchor. 

The book oTEichler and Zagier, though modem in perspective, still did not emphasize the 
representatlons of the Jacobi group on which the center of the Heisenberg group operates non- 
trivially. It is a simple consequence of Mackey's work that these represcnlations are in bijec- 
tive correspondence with the representations of Ihe metaplectic group which is a 2-fold cover 
of SL2. The corresponding global theorem gives the biject~on between Jacobi modular Jmns  
and modular fonns of half integral weight mentioned earlier. 

The book presumes almosl nothing, and devclops the whole thcory from scratch. It has de- 
tailed chapters on Hecke algebras arid Whittaker models. 

As some inaccuracies, 1 might point out that the book (on page 25) claims that there is a 
unique central extension of SL2 which IS not true; the proofs of theorems 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 are no1 
corrcct. 

To conclude, the book, with much valuable information not to be found elsewhere, will 
surely serve as a rekrence work for thc emerging theory of Sacobi modular lorms. 

The Meha Research Institute of Mathematics 
and Mathematical Physics 
Allahabad 21 1 019. 

Modern group analysis VI ediied by N. H. Ibragimov and F. M. Mahomcd, New Age Inter- 
national (P) Limited, Publishers, 4835124, Ansari Road. Darya Ganj, New Delhi 110 002, 
1997, pp. 409, Rs 575. 

The proceedings under review is the outcome of the International Conference on Modern 
Group Analysis, held at the University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa. It con- 
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tains articles by lop experts in ihc field and range h m  classical Lie sylnmetries to modem 
approximate symmclries. 

Lie group theoretical method is a well-known procedure lo obtain special claas of solu- 
tionslor reduction oT the order of llie equations. In p~rticular, Lie infinitcsimal invariant trans- 
formation is quite simplc, yet a powerful method to achieve the above objectives. Many 
mathematical models which appear ill mathematics, physics and mechanics arc mostly nonlin- 
car by construction. I1 is often v e q  difficult to obtain even simple and physically important 
solutions. BuL Lie symnietry amlyais is often applicable to any complicated problem and can 
get usefill solutions through this approach. So, thc primary aim is to find the underlynlg invai- 
ances in the given model. Some of them are related to the underlying geometry of the model 
and the remaining are not connected to geometry in a simple manner. Thc gcomctrical sym- 
metries can bc rccognised from the structure or lhe equation itsell without invoking any group- 
tlicorelical methods. Rut these types of symmctlies form only a subclass among the invariant 
group. I-lcnce. we need to follow some systematic procedure to obtain all the symmetries of a 
given system. from which one can obtain a large family of solutions. Lie symmetry analysis 
simply says that a Lie one-paramcter transfomiation group leaves the giwn diffel-ential equa- 
tion invariant nndcr the transformation oC all independent and depeudent variables. Once the 
invariant transformation is known, then it is an casy lash, at lcaat in continuous equations, to 
get the exacl solutions or I-educe the order oC the equations. At thia atage, sulficient caution 
shouki he takcn not to have an impression that the classical Lie syrnlnetly approach can give 
all lhz invariants. tlence, modern group methods !lave emerged in recent time. Multifaceted 
developments have takcn place in developing the original idea of Lie on invariant tramforma- 
tions. This proceedings concerns with these uew developments. For example, if thc given 
equation depends on a small parameter, then we should look Tor approxinialc synunelries and 
invariant groups. On similar line to classical theory, infinitedmal criterion for invanants of 
approximate groups has been introduced. Here, the determining equalions are linear pdrlial 
differential equations with a small parameter. Furthermore, functions defining transformations 
have perturbation parameter as an additional variable. Using the language oi'Jet space this the- 
ory can be brought to a nicer form and perturbation pmameter eliminated. 

But this is not the end of the atory. Additional invariant solutiorrs and reductions can be 
obtaincd from non-Lie point symmetries. The first in this class is the noii-local qymmetry 
which involves integrals of dependent variables in transfomat~ons. Through this approach one 
can obtain new class symmetries. Another source of new (non-Lie) reductions is possible 
through conditional symmetry. Here we have to impose an additional differential constraint. 
But the price to be paid for this new reductions is that we have to solve nonlinear overdeter- 
mined systems. 'l'he other names given for this method are direct reduction and non-classical 
symmetries. All the methods described above are quite simple but the calculations me very 
tedious. Lie's method dcmands huge number of algebraic manipulations in order to find the 
symmetries of a differential equation. In recent years, this difficulty has been resolved by the 
introduction of many mathematical softwares-Mathematics, REDUCE, Macsyma, elc.-lo cal- 
culate syninietnes using symbolic m~m~pulations. 

It is obvions to see that considerable pains have been taken to present in this proceedings 
every aspect of sym~netry approach described abovc and examine it with respect to a variety 
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of physical problems and modem mathematics. The theme covers many branches including 
continuum mechanics, fluid mechanics, wave phenomena, relativity, quantum mechanics. 
etc. Models from abstract dynamical systems, differential equations in Colombeau algebras, 
Bgcklund and Darboux transformations, singular manifold method have also been discussed. 
Symmetry analysis using Mathematica package has been presented in detail. Renor~nalisation 
group and symmetries have been exploited in connection with I-elativity and quantum 
mechanics. In these articles, the authors try to present a systematic procedure to compute re- 
norm group and symmetries. Symmetries and exact solutions have also been obtained for sub- 
model of barochromic gas motions, for some non-Newtonian fluids, for an interfacial solitary 
wave, Boltzmann equation and models in continuum mechanics. Linearization of Monge-Am- 
p&re equations has also been derived. Using the theory of differential resultant, algebraic and 
differential condition on the coefficients of the differential equations has been found for the 
existence of solutions. A detailed presentation on BLklund transformation for vaccum Ein- 
stein equation and Loewner transforination in gas dynamics bas been given. 
Invariants of higher-order differential equations, linear, quasi and nonlinear partial differential 
equations have been obtained. Equivalence transfonnations and their extensions are 
presented. 

In short, the proceedings is a valuable source to researchers who are workinglintend lo take 
up this modem group analysis approacb to obtain exact solutions/or for reduction procedure in 
a variety of physical problems of interest. 

Depatment of Mathematics K. M. TAMIZHMANI 
Pondicherry University 
Pondicherry 605 014. 

The invisible computer by Donald A. Norman, The MIT Press, 55 Hayward Street, Cam- 
bridge, Mass. 02142, 1998, pp. 302, $25. 

There are two very well-known stories about the 'invisible man'. The science fiction by H. G. 
Wells describes a man who actually becomes invisible. The 'detective' story by G. K. Ches- 
terton, on the contrary, describes a man who was so much a part of the everyday scene that no 
one really noticed him. This is exactly what should happen with the computers, argues Prof. 
Donald Norman, the author of the book under review. 

The cover of the book has an ingeniously designed, translucent jacket, with the words 'The' 
and 'Computer' printed in dark, bold letters on the jacket itself, and the word 'Invisible' on the 
cover in a slightly lighter shade, making the word 'invisible' itself invisible at the first sight! 
This touch of making a point humorously, delightfully and strongly is a hallmark of Prof. 
Norman and is seen all through the book. The somewhat lengthy subtitle of the book sums up 
the divergent yet connected topics very nicely: "Why good products can fail, the personal com- 
puter is so complex, and information appliances are the solution". 

Over the last decade or so, the number of people using personal computers (PCs) has in- 
creased tremendously. What is more, the demand for computers has kept on growing at a faster 
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rate. The h c t  that PCs have becouie faster, morc versat~le and more importantly, morc and 
more i!lcxpcn\ivc over the years has further increased their popularity. So far, so good. How- 
ever, in coutrast to almost all the oll~er technologies, the PCs have bccome more complex and 
more dimcult to use. Notice the contrast with almost any other product used in everyday 
lif'e-be it the Tounlain peu, the rape recorder or the car. All these have become simpler to use 
than what they wcrc a Tcw decades ago. On the othcr hand, the PCs, and in palticular the soit- 
ware. as Dr. Norman points out. has become more complex and much mol-e difficult to use. He 
has coined a very appropsiate phrase fbr it: "Creepmg featurisuf-a symptom of the dreaded 
disease "l'ealurilib". Thus, for example, the 1992 version of the popular word processing pack- 
age Microcoft M70rd offered 31 I difSerent commanda for the user! As iC this was not enough, 
thc 1997 vel-sion orrered 1033 commands! Who needs all this complexity? 

Ilnfortunatcly, as pointed out hy Prof. Norman, this is an almost inevitable consequence of 
the pl-eseu!. "all purpose" nature of the PC on the one hand. and the marketing and commer- 
cialization aspect on the othcr. Today's word processor is designed such that the same package 
is uscd Tor all thc word-processing task- child writing to his friend or a scientist writing a 
technical monograph in her specialty wbject. In the process of making one package do all the 
things, one canuot avoid making it more complex. 

Thc second ;md even more alarming cause IS the rorce of the marketplace. Make no mis- 
takc-the primary goal of all the con~mercial software developers is to make more and more 
nloncy by selling luorc and morc copies of the product; thc convenience of the user is way 
down on the list of priorities. When there are many competing products that seem equally good 
in doing the job, how does one aggressively advel-tise the supl-emacy of one's own product? By 
pointing out the fact that many more features than the competition have been included. Thus 
start the wars, which can only escalate over tune, making each product full of a lot of unneces- 
sary options. 

This tendency has attained really frightening proportions when it comes to hardware. Each 
or the computer vendols tries to outshout the other by claiming superiority on account of 
RAM, DRAM. MIPS, FLOPS, SPECS and whatnot. Even the experts. called in to review 
competing products, fall prey to the attraction of the benchmarks-and start giving importance 
to what is measurable than measuring what is important (a criticism more familiar in the con- 
lcxt of citation scores and impact factors)! It is not as ~f the limitations of such criteria are no1 
known. The experts are well aware of how poorly do the indices reflect the suitabilily of the 
computers to carly out the tasks at hand. One of the ~neasures of the speed of the PC, or, to be 
more precise, of the CPU or the processor, is MIP>million instructions per second: a higher 
MlPS rating meaus a faster processor. Very soon, however, MlPS was takcn to be an acronym 
for "meaningless indicator of processor speed". 

What, if any, is the way out of this sorry state of affairs? The major poiut, forcefully and 
convincingly made by Prof. Norman is in Favor of a shift of emphasis from the techllology to 
the user and the task (in line with the recognition of single-most important factor common to 
the majority of car accident-lhe 'nut behind the wheel who drives the car'). Thus, nobody 
rcally wants to use a word processor or for that matter the computer; what they want to do is to 
write a short letter (or draw a graph, or tally the accounts, etc.). So, according to the author, we 
should move towards small, sirnple-to-use, special-purpose appliances, desigued for carrying 
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out a specific task, rather than continuing to build and market general-purpose, ever-more- 
powerful PCs. In fact, the importance of his suggestions is already evident from the growing 
popularity of digital diaries, personal digital assistants and other such 'downscaled' and simpli- 
fied avatars of the PC. 

This is the major theme of the book, and it covers a wide range of its facets in eleven at- 
tractively titled chapters. The author has drawn on his rich and extensive experience ("from the 
hallowed halls of bickering academia'' to the "harried frenzy of industry") to take us through 
the many steps of product development-research, production, marketing, user support, etc. 
The many anecdotes about the history of technological products (e.g. Edison being a brilliant 
inventor but a very poor marketing strategist) make the book extremely entertaining. There are 
many serious thoughts and tips too, for making the computer, the software packages and in 
general any of the high-tech products far more useful to the user and the consumer. 

In summary, this is a most enjoyable book about radically redesigning the computers to 
make them far more user-friendly and efficient, and can he read profitably by students of sci- 
ence, engineering, design, management as well as by general readers. 

Center for Ecological Sciences 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Thermodynamics by C. P. Arora, Tata McGraw-Hill Publishing Company Limited, 7 ,  West 
Patel Nagar, New Delhi I10 008, 1998, pp. 762, Rs. 275. 

Teaching thermodynamics at the undergraduate level or writing an appropriate textbook is al- 
ways a challenging task, as it appears to be a subject which the students often find difficulty in 
comprehending fully. The usual approach to problem solving as applied to some other basic 
engineering subjects (such as mechanics) may not be easily applicable in thermodynamics. A 
possible reason for this is the involvement of a number of variables (such as temperature, pres- 
sure, internal energy, entropy, enthalpy, and so on), and perhaps the concept of the second law 
which most students get introduced to for the first time. Certain concepts such as reversible, 
irreversible, quasi-equilibrium, inequality relations, etc. can he very confusing Lo a student who 
is more used to definite relations imposed by the laws of mechanics. Hence, while writing a 
thermodynamics textbook, one has to introduce the different topics in an appropriate sequence, 
and maintain continuity at the same time. The presentation should cover enough depth and 
breadth in the suhject so that the student obtains a clear understanding of the fundamental prin- 
ciples, and at the same time generates interest in some of the common applications of thermo- 
dynamics. This textbook by Prof. C. P. Arora is well written and seems to take care of some of 
the above issues. The design and structure of this text, however, is very similar to some popu- 
lar textbooks on thermodynamics such as the one by G. Van Wylen and R. Sonntag. But that is 
understandable since the success of such textbooks is hound to influence future authors. 

In this book, the topics have been sequenced in a proper manner, generally. For the benefit 
of an engineer, the suhject has been introduced with practical examples (Chapter 1) instead of 
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making it very ab~tract. The student is first introduced to those thermodynamics variables 
which can be eas~ly measured (such as pressure. temperature and specific volume) in Chapter 
3. Properlies involving more advanced conccptr, such as enthalpy and entropy, have been in- 
11-oduced aiter descnbing the first aid second laws, respectively. However, I [eel that the topic 
of leal gas has been treated too elaborately in Chapter 3 which is likely to coufuse the begin- 
ner. Pe~haps, the concept of real gas could be mentioned briefly and qualitatively in Chapter 3, 
and thc details could be covcrcd in more detail later in Chapter 11 (dong with thermodynamics 
property relations). Apa-t from that, the various topics such as first law, second law, cycles, 
availability and irreversibility, property relations, non-reacting mixtures, etc. have been se- 
quenced in a conventional manner as in many established thermodynamics textbooks. 

The introduction or heal-transfer concepts in Chapter 4 seems to be out of place, in my 
opinion. While the concept of heat, its units, and its rclation to work are necessary to be intro- 
duced before the first law is established, any details regarding heat-transfer fundamentals need 
not be in the scope of a thermodynamics textbook. IJirstly, the details presented about heat 
t r a d e r  are very sketchy and incomplete, aud may confux the reader. Secondly, heat transfer 
is cs\ent~ally a non-equilibrium process which always requires a temperature difference, 
whereas the present textbook is supposed to be dealing with equilibrium thermodynamics. 
Equilibrium thennodynamics is concerned only with the quantity of heat, while the subject of 
heat transfer is concerned with the mode of heat transfer, its rate, and tmlperalure distribution. 

The theory on vapuur cycles in Chapter 8 seems adequate, but the number of problems at 
thc end of the chapter is very few, especially when one realizes that this chapter lays the foun- 
dation of practical thennodynamic systems. Solving problems involving power and refrigera- 
tion cycles is pcnerally popular among students as it teaches them design concepts in thermo- 
dywamics. Hence, a bigger set of problems addressing a wide range of issues regarding power 
and refrigeration cycles is desired. A table for refrigerant R-134a should also be included, con- 
sidering that it is a refrigerant of the future. 

On the whole, it is a well-written textbook on themodynamics at tbe undergraduate level. 
Typopphical  and grammatical mistakes are very few (a notable onc being in equation 3.32 on 
page 89'). The author may use some of the above suggestions to improve the nlanuscript in a 
future edition. 

Department of Mechanical Engineenng PRADIP DATTA 
lndian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Elcments of physics, Volumes I and 11. by D. Chatlopadhyay and P. C. Rakshit, New Age 
International (P) Limited, 4835124, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi 110 002, 1997, pp. 
506, Rs. 165. 

It is a pleasure to come across a good textbook, this time for classes XI aud XI1 students, who 
are at an impressionable age and hence need proper foundation. The West Bengal Council Car 
Higher Secondary Educalion decided some years ago to restrict the number of pages of the 
textbooks for classes XI aud XII, so that the studcnts are not burdened literally and figratively 
with the enormous volume of their books. The present books were written aecol-ding to t h c ~ c  
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guidelines, covering the syllabus in a limited number of pages. The Council's decision and the 
attempt by the authors to meet the challenge are both to be commended. 

The two authors are indeed highly qualified researchers and teachers working at the Insti- 
tute of Radio Physics and Electronics, University of Calcutta, a very renowned institution. 
Both have Ph.D.s, have more than two decades of research experience, have published several 
research papers and are currently at the level of professors. On looking at the credentials of the 
authors, the reviewer had initially a serious worry that the story would be repeated of the un- 
fortunate episode of the NCERT's effort some years ago to revise the physics textbook at 
roughly the same level. The authors of that episode were all very distinguished researchers. 
They assumed the students to be at their research level and wrote a book which presented the 
elementary concepts in physics from the most advanced top-down point of view. For example, 
the laws of mechanics were deduced from the general principles of invariance and conserva- 
tion, temperature from the zeroth law of thermodynamics, electrical and magnctic fields from 
gauge invariance and so on. Such a book might be useful for advanced researchers to get an 
axiomatic and unified view, but resulted in a virtual revolt by the students and the teachers o l  
classes XI and XII. At that level, physics is best taught with all its links with day-to-day life. 
The historical evolution of the ideas, including the successive refinements of these ideas, gets 
accepted immediately. This is indeed the time-tested traditional way of teaching the subject at 
the school level. The scholarship of the authors should reveal itself in the precision and clarity 
of presentation, with occasional flashes of insight or peep into the current thinking on the older 
subjects. Tbe great mathematician Felix Klein, who titled his famous treatise Elementar). ge- 
ometry from an advanced point of view, cautioned the readers that the book is meant for ad- 
vanced students to look at the basis and foundations of geometry, from angles like Euclidean, 
cartesian, projective, affine, and non-euclidean geometry and so on. The students have to be 
advanced students and the subject material is the foundation of the topic of geometry. The title 
of the book should not mislead anyone to assume that the book is meant for the general stu- 
dents learning the rudiments of the subject. 

The present textbook set is written in a more traditional acceptable way, avoiding the pit- 
falls of over-zealous attempts to exhibit the superiority of the authors. Volume I covers the 
four topics of mechanics, general properties of matter, heat, vibrations and waves. Volume I1 
deals with optics, magnetism, electrostatics, current electricity and modern physics. The text 
covers the syllabus in a uniform way. The topics are treated in a simple language with a num- 
ber of diagrams and illustrations, some of the traditional type and some from the modern ad- 
vanced world. The idea is to make the subject intelligible and interesting to the students. Nu- 
merous problems have been worked out to train the students into the applications of the princi- 
ples and the formulae developed in the text. Short-answer questions, long-answer exercises, 
and analytical and numerical problems are given. It appears from the references given that 
many of the questions and problems have been chosen from the recent examination papers. 
Thus the requirement of both the average and the meritorious students have been kept in mind. 
For the more intelligent students, several harder problems, sometimes marked with asterisks, 
are included, which will help the students to prepare for the more demanding competitive ex- 
aminations. The use of the fine print for the worked examples, questions and problems adds to 
the visual clarity of presentation. It is therefore not surprising that the two volumes have been 
well received and have gone to the second edition. 
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The occasion or the second edltion has obviously been used to elimrnate the slips or errors, 
which might have remained undetected in the first edition. Very few typographical slips re- 
main. Indeed with some effort one could notice a few in Volume I, like 'radio' for 'ratio' on p. 
153, 'density of specific gravity' instead of 'density and specific gravity' on p. 204 or 'oule' 
instead of 'Joule' on p. 342. It was not Arago who was the first lo measure the velocity of 
sound in air in 1829 (p. 482). The 'guinea' should be mentioned as a coin in the Guinea and the 
feather experiment on p. 148 to avoid the word being mistaken for the bird and its feather. The 
publishers have indicated on pdge ii of Volume II that the first edition was printed in 1992 and 
the second edition in October 1997, but this information is missing in Volume I. Perhaps better 
care was taken of the second volume. This is reinforced by the fact that Volume I has the 
questiou paper of 1991 Physics first paper of the West Bengal Higher Secondary examination. 
Volume I1 has the question papers of the Physics second paper of the examinations for the 
years 1991,1992, 1993 and 1994. 

A few more improvements could have been considered while revising Volume I. Scalar and 
vector products nf two vectors are mentioned on p. 14 and the example of work as a scalar 
product of two vectors, force and displacement, is mentioned in p. 101. The representation of 
angular motions as (axial) vectors is mentioned on p. 126 and the torque is called a vector on p. 
82 without citing them as exan?ples of vector products. The authors have felt the need to retain 
for the benefit of the students the older CGS, FPS and MKS systems of units besides the intro- 
duction of the SI System of Units (p. 4). In this spirit, they could have added a note on the units 
for measuring sound intensity in Chapter 4, especially p. 486 dealing with vibrations and 
waves. Similarly, in the spirit of adding bits of advanced thinking, they could have added a 
paragraph on safety siphons on p. 222, but then there are limitations to the material which can 
he covered within a fixed number of pages. 

The authors have closely followed the syllabus prescribed by the West Bengal Council for 
Higher Secondary Education. However, repeating the numbering of the cha~ters I, 2, 3... for 
each topic like mechanics, properlies of matter, heat ... is somewhat clumsy. Each topic could 
have been given a Part number I, 11,111, etc. Then an improved method of numbering of the 
chapters could have been easily considered. The policy of exactly following the syllabus has 
also the disadvantage that a short account of 'Transformers' is not given. It would have greatly 
widened the knowledge of the students in connection with alternating currents. If something is 
to be deleted, the reference to 'cold fusion' could be removed. 

The authors have also given short accounts of the pioneers associated with the subject. Thls 
bit of history adds spice to the book and is welcome. However, these are not uniformly given 
for every chapter or with photographic sketches in every case. Short accounts with the pictures 
of the savants could have been provided for each chapter. A suggested pattem could be Gali- 
lee, Newton (mechanics and work in optics), Aristotle, Leonardo da Vinci (mechanics and 
painting), Watt, Coliolis (rotational forces), Kepler (also geometrical optics), Hooke, Pascal, 
Archimedes, Toricelli, Kelvin, Harrison (chronomcter), Hope, Boyle, Rnmford (calorimetry), 
Black, Van der Waals, Joule, Boltzman, Fourier, Rayleigh, Huygens, Young (optics and elds- 
ticity), Helmholtz and C. V. Raman for the various chapters of Volume I. For Volume 11, the 
pattem could be Roemer (eclipse and velocity of light), Fennat (least time principle and 
mathematics), Foucault (velocity of light and Foucault pendulum), Snell, Gauss (lenses, mag- 
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netism and mathematics), M. N. Saha, Bunsea. Abbe (niicroscopcs), P. Cune. Maxwell (elec- 
tromagnetrsm and kinetic theory of gases), P. Weiss, Gilbert. B. Franklin. Poisson, Coulomb. 
Van de Graaf, Volta, A~npel-e, Ohm, Faraday (numerous areas), Oersted, Hcnry, Teala, 3. J. 
Thoinson & Roentgen. 0. W. Richardson, Einstein, N. Bohr, M. Curie & H. Becquerel, 0. 
Hahn and W. Schockley. 

The authors have used the conventional older examples and the recent developments to il- 
li~stratc the principlcs. The Magdehurg liemisphere experimenl and the Tantulus' cup are 
given as well as zero gravity situations in orbiting satellites. The hackground or thc authors in 
research and teaching is stamped at numerous places. A few exarnples of thcse are the discus- 
sions when they explain why a good? train is moved hack a little becore moving Ibrward, why 
~t is easier to pull a roller than to push it, how a roll of carpel unrolls on thc floor, why Ihere is 
more dew on the ground rhan on the leavcs in winter, what happens to a candle light in an or- 
biting artificial satellite, why dislant sounds arc heard more d~stinctly in night than during day- 
time. why air bubbles z e  put in glass paper weights, why metallic lead is cliosen as the refer- 
ence for lhernlo-power mearurelnents and so on. These linkages belween general principles 
and pract~cal observations give charm ro the study of a subject likc phys~cs. 

On the whole. the authors have wrillcn a line textbook at the XI-XI1 slandal-d level. Their 
labor of love has not gone in vain. 

Emnitus Scieutist, Department of Physics 
Indian Instirute of Science, Bangalore 560 01 2 & 
Fonner Director, National Physical Laboratory, 
New Delhi 110 012. 

Stochdstic analysis, conlml, optimiralion and applications edlted by W M McEnedney et 
a l ,  B~rhhauser Vcrlag AG, Klosterhcrg 23, CH 4010 B a d ,  Switrerland, 1998, pp 674, 4-r 
1 I8 

It has hecn a pleasure for me to get the opportunity to review this book. Prof. Wendell Fleming 
has been something of a patriarch to stochastic control theory. Most stochaslic control theorists 
of my generation and later. when they try Lo trace the antecedents of the paradigms and tech- 
niqucs they routinely use. find that many of these have roots in the early pionrenng work of 
Pro[. Flem~ng Those fortunate enough to have met him, howsoever briefly, have fond memo- 
ries or his w m  personality. The book under review is a small gesture of respect hy his many 
followers and friends to honour him on the occasion of his 70th birthday. 

Prof. Fleming siaaed out his mathematical caeer in calculus of varmtions and geometric 
measurc theory. Hc soon moved to thc then fledgeling field ol' stochastic control theory and 
helped lay down its foundations. Anlong his many carly contributions is a rigorous treatment 
of the associated Hamilton-Jecobi-Bellman equation. He went on to mske many more impor- 
tan1 contrlhutions to thc field over the following decades. My own favourite is his treatment of 
the control under partid observations, where, in a joint paper with E. Parndoux, he developed 
the notion of wide-sense admissible controls, pushing the relaxation procedurc for coi~ti-01s 
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introduced by his mentor, the legendary L. C. Young. to new levels of abstraction. He also 
made important early coiitributions lo tlie allled area of differential Kames. 

In recent years, his focus has been on the celebrated logarithmic transformation and its 
control implications. (The most familiar avatar of this transfomation for applied mathemati- 
cians is thc Cole-Hopf transfmnation linking Burgers rquation with the heat equation.) This 
connects the fovward Kolrnogorov cquation of a diffusion plocesq w ~ t h  a Ilamilton-Jacobi- 
Bellmall equalion cor~rspouding to an associaled control problem, g~ving it a variational 
interpretation. Among the mosr significant dcvclopn~ents in this has heen a novel approach to 
large deviations theory, stretchilly 11 well bcyond its corlventioiial conilncs, and to risk- 
sensitive control and Its interplay with diffcrcntial games. ProL Fleming has contributed 
significantly to both these areas. 

In addition to these, he has written important texts which arc classics of the subject. llis 
hook with Rishel, perhaps the firs[ text on the subject, has trained gmrration of stochaslic 
coutrol theorists. TIis recent hook on viscosity solutions with Mete Sorter is doing likewise with 
the uext gerieration. 

Thc volutnc under review, comprising 37 articles by man) leading I-esearchers in the ficld, 
rctlects the bl-eadth and deplh of Prof. Fleming's interests. It opens with a short wrlte-up about 
Prof. Fleming's contrihutions, written with much warmth by his friend and colleague Prof. 
Harold Kushiicr, another leader in the field. The book is neatly organized inlo four parts. The 
first is on ' Imge deviationu, risk sensitive and H,  control'. It has nine papers on these topics, 
many by his former students and collaborators, such as Nisio, Basar, Dupuis, Wcntrell, Herr- 
nandez-Lerma, to mention a fcw. The second section is on 'Partial differential equatiori~ aod 
viscosity  solution^'. Il  has 10 articles, by Souganidia, Pardoux, is hi^, among others, covering 
various rcgnlarity issues in the thcory of Hamilton-Jacobi-type equations. The third part is on 
'Slochastic control, tiltering and estimation'. This bas 11 papel-s on these topics by Kushner, 
Ocone, Krener, Pasik-Duncan, among others. The final section is on 'Mathematicd finance 
and other applications', with seven papers by Bensoussan, Rishel, Kumar, among others. The 
'applications' cover option pricing, portfolio management. manufacturing aud wireless net- 
works. 

This is a very substantial collection of aniclcs, writtcn by some of the leading workers in 
the lield. It gives a panoramic perspective of where the field 1s and where it is headed. That 
most of lhis can be traced back to Prof. Fleming's work is just a further testinmy to the 
breadth of his contributions. It is a fitting tribute m the man. 

School of Technology and Computer Science 
Tala Institute of Fundamental Research 
Muinbai 400 005. 


